PHOTOS

A VIEW OF THE WORLD AIDS DAY PROCESSION, WAIKHOM MANI GIRLS' COLLEGE, MANIPUR

1ST DEC., 2001
WORLD AIDS DAY
ORGANIZED BY: N.S.S. UNIT I & II
WAIKHOM MANI GIRLS' COLLEGE, THOUBAL

A VIEW OF THE WORLD AIDS DAY PROCESSION, WAIKHOM MANI GIRLS' COLLEGE, MANIPUR
DR. S.I. AHMED, CHAIRMAN AIDS PREVENTION SOCIETY DELIVERING SPEECHES TO THE BARBARS OF GREATER GUWAHATI AT KRB GIRLS’ COLLEGE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM
A SPECIAL AIDS AWARENESS CAMP ORGANISED BY KRB GIRLS' COLLEGE AT KAMAKHYA TEMPLE COMPLEX, GUWAHATI, ASAM.

AN NSS VOLUNTEER DELIVERING SPEECHES ON THE OCCASION OF WORLD AIDS DAY.
NSS volunteers and the members of the Harijan Colony Fatashil organised a joint prog. on "White Washing and Cleanliness" at Mahatma Gandhi Harijan Colony School.
SPECIAL SOCIAL SERVICE CAMP ORGANISED BY THE MOREH COLLEGE, MANIPUR

PHOTO SHOWS A PLANTATION PROGRAMME ORGANISED BY AN NSS UNIT, MANIPUR.
NSS UNIT BURNISHING THE SCHOOL BENCHES, MIZORAM

Construction of Waiting shed at Konveng/Babu Veng, Sialuk, Nov'2000, P.U. College, NSS Unit-III

CONSTRUCTION OF WAITING SHED, MIZORAM
FINISHING TOUCHED OF A CONSTRUCTION, MIZORAM

CONSTRUCTION OF WAITING SHED, MIZORAM
NSS VOLUNTARY BLOOD DONATION PROGRAMME
A GALAXY OF NSS AUTHORITIES AT THE NATIONAL INTEGRATION CAMP, PUB KAMRUP COLLEGE, GUWAHATI.

A SPECIAL NSS CAMP ORGANISED BY THE WAIKHOM MANI GIRLS' COLLEGE, MANIPUR
PHOTOS SHOW SPECIAL COLLECTION "PATRIOT" COUPON AND THE RECEIPT OF DONATED AMOUNT OF KRB GIRLS' COLLEGE, GUWAHATI, ASSAM

PATRIOT
IN AID OF PRIME MINISTER'S DEFENCE RELIEF FUND

ZARA YAD KAO QURBANI

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS)
MINISTRY OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AFFAIRS,
GOVT. OF INDIA, NEW DELHI.
KRB GIRLS' COLLEGE UNIT
GUWAHATI, ASSAM

CHIEF MINISTER'S SECRETARIAT
ASSAM

Received with thanks from Shri/Smti KRB Guidance College,
Guwahati an amount of Rs. 7000.00 (Rupees Seven thousand ) only in cash/by Cheque/Demand Draft
No. 944738 Dated 19/11/99 on the Super Cyclone
affected people of Orissa

Signature
Sub-Divisional Officer (SHO)
Date